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Abstract 19
The evolution of heterogametic sex chromosome is often -but not always -accompanied 20 by the evolution of dosage compensating mechanisms that mitigate the impact of sex--21 specific gene dosage on levels of gene expression. One emerging view of this process is that 22 such mechanisms may only evolve in male--heterogametic (XY) species but not in female--23 heterogametic (ZW) species, which will consequently exhibit "incomplete" sex 24 chromosome dosage compensation. However, recent results suggest that at least some 25
Lepidoptera (moths and butterflies) may prove to be an exception to this prediction. 26 Studies in bombycoid moths indicate the presence of a chromosome--wide epigenetic 27 mechanism that effectively balances Z chromosome gene expression between the sexes by 28 reducing Z--linked expression in males. In contrast, strong sex chromosome dosage effects 29 without any reduction in male Z--linked expression were previously reported in a pyralid 30 moth, suggesting a lack of any such dosage compensating mechanism. Here we report an 31 analysis of sex chromosome dosage compensation in Heliconius butterflies, sampling 32 multiple individuals for several different adult tissues (head, abdomen, leg, mouth, and 33 antennae). Methodologically, we introduce a novel application of linear mixed--effects 34 models to assess dosage compensation, offering a unified statistical framework that can 35 estimate effects specific to chromosome, to sex, and their interactions (i.e., a dosage effect). 36 Our results show substantially reduced Z--linked expression relative to autosomes in both 37 sexes, as previously observed in bombycoid moths. This observation is consistent with an 38 increasing body of evidence that some lepidopteran species possess an epigenetic dosage 39 compensating mechanism that reduces Z chromosome expression in males to levels 40 comparable with females. However, this mechanism appears to be imperfect in Heliconius, 41 resulting in a modest dosage effect that produces an average 5--20% increase in male 42 expression relative to females on the Z chromosome, depending on the tissue. Thus our 43 results in Heliconius reflect a mixture of previous patterns reported for Lepidoptera. In 44
Heliconius, a moderate pattern of "incomplete" dosage compensation persists apparently 45 despite the presence of an epigenetic dosage compensating mechanism. The chromosomal 46 distributions of sex--biased genes show an excess of male--biased and a dearth of female--47 biased genes on the Z chromosome relative to autosomes, consistent with predictions of 48 sexually antagonistic evolution. 49 50 51 sexes and the canonical view of dosage compensation and sex chromosome evolution 91 appeared robust (Hamada 2005 ; Gupta et al. 2006; Nguyen & Disteche 2006) . Moreover, 92 the recognition that distinct molecular mechanism underlay dosage compensation in flies, 93 worms, and humans added further support to the universality of dosage compensation 94 evolving concomitantly with differentiated sex chromosomes (Deng et al. 2011; Straub & 95 Becker 2011). However, more recent research has added substantial complexity and 96 controversy to the issue. In particular, evaluating dosage compensation in the context of 97 ancestral expression levels indicates that eutherian mammals should be considered to have 98 X:A expression ratio of 0.5 in both sexes (Julien et al. 2012; F Lin et al. 2012 ). Importantly, 99
in all of these cases, sex--linked expression appears to be balanced between males and 100 females (male:female 1 on the X) and there is no evidence of a gene dosage--effect on X 101 chromosome expression. 102
Other striking exceptions to the canonical theory of dosage compensation were 103 observed when investigations of sex chromosome dosage compensation expanded into 104 novel taxa. Notably, several female--heterogametic taxa exhibit incomplete dosage 105 compensation: Male birds, snakes, and schistosomes are homogametic (ZZ) with Z:A 1, 106 but in females the Z:A ratio is significantly less than 1 ( there is at least one conspicuous female--heterogametic taxon that may prove to be an 116 exception: Lepidoptera (moths and butterflies). The status of sex chromosome dosage 117 compensation in Lepidoptera is currently ambiguous, primarily due to inconsistent results 118
reported by the few studies currently available. The first genome--wide assessment of sex 119 chromosome dosage compensation in Lepidoptera was based on a microarray dataset in 120 the silkmoth, Bombyx mori (Xia et al. 2007 ). An initial analysis of these data reported 121
incomplete dosage compensation similar to other ZW taxa (Zha et al. 2009 ). However, 122
analytical flaws were later identified in this initial effort and a subsequent reanalysis 123 indicated the Z:A ratio was equal in males and females, offering evidence for global, 124 complete sex chromosome dosage compensation (Walters & Hardcastle 2011 approach to assessing whether a given locus is expressed. The baySeq framework 201 calculates the posterior likelihood (ranging from 0 to 1) that a given locus has no true 202 expression. (i.e., any observed reads should be considered "noise", not signal) (Hardcastle 203 2014). We primarily report results filtered at a value of 0.5, but results are comparable 204 across a range thresholds tested, from 0.25 to 0.9 (see Supplementary Information) 205 206
Assessing Z chromosome and dosage effects: non--parametric statistics

207
To test for Z chromosome dosage effects, we compared the expression of Z--linked and 208 autosomal loci in males and females. Greater than 80% of predicted coding loci have been 209 mapped to the 21 chromosomes of H. we have slightly modified the analysis to avoid a bias we believe is inherent in the analysis 226 as originally performed by Harrison et al. (2012) . Rather than basing expression quartiles 227 solely on male expression as was previously done, we calculated quartiles based on the 228 maximum of male or female expression for each locus. The reasoning for this modification 229 and the potential biases arising from ranking genes using data from only one sex is 230 provided in the Appendix. 231
Assessing sex--chromosome and dosage effects: Linear modeling of expression levels
232
In addition to the application of non--parametric MWU tests, as is typically employed for 233 investigations of sex--chromosome dosage compensation, we implemented a linear 234 modeling framework to test for dosage and Z--specific effects on gene expression. 235 236
The count data (after filtering) were fitted via maximum likelihood methods (Bates et al. 237 2014) to a generalized linear mixed--effects model assuming a Poisson distribution and a 238 log linkage function, using library scaling factor and gene length as offsets. We fit a series of 239 models using various effects of chromosome, Z--linkage and sex, together with relevant 240 interactions between these effects. In all models, a per gene random effect was applied over 241 sex, simultaneously allowing for variation in individual gene expression and differential 242 expression of genes between the sexes. 243 244
Using this modeling framework, we first tested for a global effect of Z--linkage on expression 245 by comparing a model with both sex and Zlink as fixed effects (but no interaction) 246 247
X{gene,sample,sex,Z--linkage} Z--linkage + sex + (sex|gene) 248 249
versus a model with sex as the sole fixed effect. 250 251
X{gene,sample,sex,Z--linkage} sex + (sex|gene) 252 253
We then additionally tested for sex--specific effect on Z--expression (i.e., a dosage effect), by 254 fitting the full model 255 256
X{gene,sample,sex,Z--linkage} Z--linkage + sex + Z--linkage × sex + (sex|gene) 257 258
to one without the interaction term. 259 260
Chromosomal distribution of sex--biased genes
261
Genes differentially expressed between males and females were identified using baySeq 262 (Hardcastle & Kelly 2010) . We applied a false--discovery rate of 0.05 and required at least a 263 1.5--fold change in expression between sexes. To examine the chromosomal distribution of 264 sex--biased genes, we counted the number of male, female, and unbiased genes among all 265 actively expressed genes on each chromosome and also the unmapped scaffolds not yet 266 assigned to chromosome. Gene activity was based on the probabilistic criteria, and 267 assessed independently in males and females, so a gene expressed in males but not females 268 was counted as male biased (and vice versa). Differences between the Z and autosomes in 269
proportion of sex--biased genes were tested using a Fisher's exact test. 270 271
Results
272
Sequencing and read mapping
273
Data sets newly generated for this project were considerably larger that those generated by 274 Briscoe For both sexes, all body parts in both species yielded average Z expression significantly 288 lower than autosomal expression, as is evident from both linear modeling and non--289 parametric analyses (Fig 1 and Tables 1 & 2) . Comparing median expression, the Z:A ratio 290 ranged from about 0.5 to 0.75; ratios based on mean values are even lower. Linear 291 modeling of these data showed Z--linkage had a significant negative effect on gene 292 expression relative to autosomal average (Table 2) . Average expression of individual 293 autosomes varied somewhat in both sexes, but in nearly all cases the median Z expression 294 was lower than any autosome (supplementary Fig 1)  295   296 Notably, in several body parts sampled, the Z:A ratio was slightly greater in males than in 297
females (Table 1) . This apparent sex--effect on Z--chromosome expression was statistically 298 confirmed with linear modeling. All tissues except antennae showed a significant 299
interaction between sex and Z--linked expression, with greater male Z--linked expression 300 (Table 2) . This interaction can be interpreted as dosage effect of the Z chromosome on 301 average gene expression. Note, however, that the magnitude of this interaction (dosage) 302 effect is distinctly less than the effect of the Z--chromosome on gene expression levels. 303 304
Male:Female expression ratios
305
Consistent with the dosage effect observed in the linear models, the Z chromosome showed 306 a modest but consistent male bias in expression relative to autosomes in all samples 307 ( Figure 2 and Table 3 ). The distribution of M:F expression ratios was significantly greater 308 on the Z (MWU p < 0.05 after bonferroni correction) in all samples except antennae. The 309 average magnitude of this Z--linked male expression bias ranged from 5--20% relative to 310 autosomes based on the median M:F expression ratios (Table 2) . 311
Quartile analysis of Z expression
312
Comparing Z--linked expression between sexes split by quartiles of expression showed no 313 obvious pattern of discrepancy in male versus female Z--linked expression for tissues other 314 than abdomen ( Figure 3 ; supplemental Figure S2 ). In both abdomen samples, male 315
expression was significantly greater than female in the fourth (highest expression) quartile, 316 assuming a bonferroni correction for four tests. 317
Chromosomal distribution of sex--biased genes 318 The amount of sex--biased gene expression differed substantially between body parts. 319
Tissues other than in the abdomen showed almost no differential expression between 320 sexes using the criteria we applied (Table 4 ). In contrast, roughly 30% of active genes in 321 abdomen were differentially expressed. We therefore analyzed the chromosomal 322 distribution of sex--biased genes only in the abdomen. We observed a significant difference 323 in the proportions of sex--biased genes on the Z versus the autosomes in both H. melpomene 324 and H. cydno (Fisher's exact test, p--value << 0.001). Figure 4 shows that the Z chromosome 325 is distinctly enriched for male--biased and has a paucity of female--biased genes. 326 2012). However, the discrepancy in Z:A ratios between sexes of P. interpunctella is so large 340 that we presume the dosage effects reflected in M:F expression ratios are far greater than 341
Discussion
we observe in Heliconius. Notably, no reduction in male Z--linked expression relative to 342 autosomes was reported for P. interpuctella. 343
Thus in Heliconius we have further evidence that some Lepidoptera appear to have a 344 molecular mechanism for globally reducing Z--linked expression in males that compensates 345
for the difference in Z--chromosome dosage between sexes. Curiously, in Heliconius this 346 mechanism appears to be operating imperfectly, resulting in a measurable dosage effect 347 that could arguably be called "incomplete" dosage compensation. However, the 5--20% Z--348 linked male bias in Heliconius is distinctly less than the 50% bias typically reported for 349 vertebrate ZW species (e.g., snakes, birds) identified as having "incomplete" sex 350 chromosome dosage compensation ( nematodes, and mammals. In the case of Heliconius, we would argue that "incomplete" 355 dosage compensation occurs despite a global mechanism operating to balance Z:A ratios 356 between the sexes, in this case reducing male Z--linked expression similar to that in females. 357
Further evidence that a global mechanism mitigates dosage effects in Heliconius 358 comes from the lack of detectable transcriptional saturation on the Z chromosome. None of 359 the purely somatic tissues sampled showed an effect of expression magnitude on 360 differences between male and female Z--linked expression. This result contrasts with P. 361 interpunctella, where the male expression bias increased with expression level, suggesting 362 substantial transcriptional saturation due to uncompensated Z chromosome dosage. 363
However, in abdomens we did observe significantly greater expression in males for the 364 highest expression quartile, reminiscent of the P. interpunctella result. While this could be 365
regarded as the effect of transcriptional saturation due to gene imbalance (i.e., a dosage 366 effect), we tend to think it primarily reflects the unusually high expression levels of male--367 biased reproductive genes in the testes. If male--biased genes tend to have very high 368 expression, this could produce the pattern observed. Robustly testing this hypothesis 369
would require sequencing transcriptomes of gonads separately from somatic tissue; such 370
data are currently not available in Heliconius. However, we note that in male abdomens, 371 autosomal male--biased genes are expressed at significantly greater levels on average than 372 unbiased or female biased genes (Kruskal--Wallis test, p << 0.001; Supplemental Figure S3 ). 373
In female abdomen, average expression of autosomal sex--biased genes does not differ from 374
unbiased Finally, we note there is additional experimental evidence for a global sex 380 chromosome dosage mechanism that down--regulates male Z expression, at least in B. mori. regulation of Z--linked expression. Thus masc apparently controls a switch that initiates a 385 global epigenetic reduction in Z--linked male expression. 386 What does this current set of results from Lepidoptera mean for the heterogametic 387 dichotomy hypothesis? These different lines of evidence pointing to a global sex 388 chromosome dosage compensation mechanism in several lepidopteran species undermine 389 the simple notion that female heterogametic taxa do not evolve such mechanisms. 390
However, there is substantial room for nuance here. First, despite emerging support for 391
Lepidoptera as an exception, there is still substantial evidence that global dosage 392 compensation is much less common in ZW than XY taxa (Mank 2013 ). Thus, while 393 seemingly not a universal rule, the heterogametic dichotomy hypothesis still reflects a 394 compelling and unexplained trend in sex chromosome evolution. 395
Second, results presented here from Heliconius suggest there is a need to separately 396 consider observed patterns, proximate mechanism, and evolutionary process. In most 397
cases, reporting that a species shows a pattern of "incomplete" dosage compensation has 398 been assumed to indicate the organism lacks a global mechanism to mitigate sex 399 chromosome dosage differences between sexes. We now observe that Heliconius butterflies 400 appear to break this assumption. Heliconius seems to share a mechanism with bombycoid 401 moths that reduces male Z--linked expression in order to balance Z:A expression between 402
sexes ( "incomplete" dosage compensation despite apparently deploying this mechanism of down--406
regulating the male Z. This result defies a simple characterization as being consistent, or 407 not, with the heterogametic dichotomy hypothesis. On the one hand, opposing the 408 hypothesis, Heliconius butterflies apparently have a global mechanism of dosage 409 compensation. On the other hand, supporting the hypothesis, dosage effects persist and 410 compensation is "incomplete". A similar scenario was recently reported for the neo--X of D. 411 pseudoobscura, where the well--characterized dosage--compensation complex appears in 412 some tissues and developmental stages to be "incompletely" compensating male neo--X 413 expression to an X:A ratio 0.85, much greater than 0.5 expected without compensation 414 but still short of X:A appear to reflect at least two evolutionary transitions in dosage compensation (Table 5) . 468
Two possible histories could explain these patterns. Either a similar dosage compensating 469 mechanism evolved independently in butterflies and the ancestor of bombycoids, or an 470 "incomplete" dosage compensating mechanism present in butterflies was refined to 471 "completeness" in bombycoids but lost in pyralids. 472
Regardless of how dosage compensation has evolved among moths and butterflies, 473
there are some intriguing similarities between the patterns seen among Lepidoptera and 474 the emerging understanding of sex chromosome dosage compensation -or the lack thereof 475 -in mammals. Although still controversial, there is a growing consensus the mammalian X 476 evolved without dosage compensation and, in light of inferred ancestral expression levels 477
on the X, the mammalian X:A ratio is 0. effectively balances X--linked expression between sexes by halving the potential dose in 480 females. A similar pattern was also recently reported in twisted--wing insects 481 (Strepsiptera) (Mahajan & Bachtrog 2015) . This scenario appears analogous to 482 Lepidoptera, where Z--linked expression is similarly balanced between sexes by an 483 apparent global reduction in expression in the homogametic sex. Investigation into the 484 functional mechanisms of lepidopteran dosage compensation might help to resolve the 485 origins of this mechanism. At this point it seems possible that Lepidoptera, Strepsiptera, 486 and mammals have converged on similar mechanisms of mitigating sex chromosome 487 dosage differences between the sexes. 488 489
Chromosomal distribution of sex--biased genes
490
The general lack of sex--biased genes in purely somatic, non--reproductive tissue in 491
Heliconius is unusual. There is good precedent from many other animals, particularly fruit 492 flies and mice, that such tissues should contain at least dozens if not hundreds of genes 493 with sex--biased expression ( in this study were from the same individuals, with RNA extracted and analyzed 499 simultaneously in parallel. Furthermore, the mouth, leg, and antennae data were generated 500 independently of the head and abdomen samples but yielded a similar paucity of sex--501 biased genes. So it may simply be that Heliconius butterflies have unusually monomorphic 502 patterns of gene expression between sexes for tissues unrelated to reproduction. Certainly 503 phenotypic sexual dimorphism is quite limited in Heliconius compared to most moths and 504 many butterflies (personal observations, JRW & CJD). 505
In contrast to non--reproductive tissues, the abdomens yielded a very large number 506 of genes with significantly dimorphic expression. The distribution of such sex--biased genes 507 is clearly different between the Z and autosomes, with male--biased genes more abundant 508 and female--biased genes less abundant on the Z relative to autosomes, which have 509 approximately equal amounts of male--and female--biased genes (Figure 4) . A positive 510 association between sex--linkage and expression biased towards the homogametic sex has 511 been widely observed in several species of both male and female heterogametic taxa, 512
including promising coincidence of theory and data that has been recently noted: species with equal 525 rates of recombination between sexes tend to show an excess of sex--linked genes with 526 heterogametic bias (e.g. birds, mammals), while in Drosophila, where males do not 527 recombine, a paucity of male--biased genes on the X is often reported (Connallon & Clark 528 2010). Since lepidopteran females lack recombination, the paucity of female--biased genes 529 on the Z in Heliconius is consistent with this pattern. However, our data represent only an 530 initial and broadly scoped assessment of this phenomenon. 531 532
Conclusion
533
Our results are consistent with an increasing body of evidence that many species of 534 moths and butterflies possess a sex chromosome dosage compensating mechanism that 535 operates by reducing Z chromosome expression in males. However, this mechanism 536 appears to be imperfect in Heliconius, resulting in a moderate Z chromosome dosage effect. 537
These results counter the emerging view that female--heterogametic ZW taxa have 538 incomplete dosage compensation because they lack a chromosome--wide epigenetic 539 mechanism mediating sex chromosome dosage compensation. In the case of Heliconius, sex 540 chromosome dosage effects apparently persist despite such a mechanism. This result adds 541 additional complexity to patterns of dosage compensation observed in Lepidoptera. Finally, 542 patterns of sex--biased expression in our data highlight the impact of sexually antagonistic 543 selection in shaping genome evolution. 544 545 Acknowledgements 546 This research was supported in part by a NSF post--doctoral fellowship to JRW (DBI--547 0905698). RNA sequencing was funded by the "Capacity and Capability Challenge 548
Programme" from The Genome Analysis Centre, Norwich, UK. Luiqi (Aloy) Gu provided 549 valuable comments on the manuscript. 550 551 552 Fig. 1 . Distributions of log2--transformed gene expression levels (FPKM) for the Z-chromosome (Z; red) and autosomes (A; grey) in male and female Heliconius butterflies in several tissues. Boxes indicate the interquartile range (IQR) around the median (black bar) and whiskers extend to 1.5 times the IQR; outlier points beyond 1.5 IQR are not shown. Non--parametric tests as well as linear modeling indicate a significant reduction in Z--chromosome expression relative to autosomes in both sexes for all tissues (see Tables 1 & 2) . Data were filtered with a null expression likelihood of 0.5 and are representative of results using a range of likelihood thresholds (supplementary Table 2 ). Tables 2 & 3) . Antenna also shows this pattern but the effect is not statistically significant. Fig. 3 . Comparison of male (blue) and female (red) expression levels for Z--linked loci, divided into quartiles based on the maximum of male or female expression for H. melpomene head and abdomen. Boxes indicate the interquartile range (IQR) around the median (black bar) and whiskers extend to 1.5 times the IQR. An asterisk (*) indicates significant difference in average expression (bonferroni corrected MWU p--value < 0.05). Plots for all seven tissue samples are given in supplemental Figure S2 . analysis is intended to illustrate that dosage effects increase with gene expression level. 6
Importantly, Harrison et al. defined quartiles of expression based solely on male 7 expression; female expression was ignored when binning loci into subsets to assess dosage 8 effects.
Here we demonstrate that, in the context of RNA--seq data, their approach 9 potentially leads to an artifactual bias that would result in expression appearing greater in 10 males than females for highly expressed loci, as reported by Harrison et al. (2011) . 11
We judge it unlikely that this bias can completely explain the patterns reported for 12 P. interpunctella. Therefore we have not re--analyzed the data of Harrison et al. and we do 13 not question their qualitative conclusions regarding the relationship between relative 14 dosage effects and the magnitude of gene expression. Nonetheless, for the sake of future 15
analyses of sex chromosome dosage compensation, we feel it worthwhile to describe what 16
we believe to be a better method of anlaysis. We suggest that quartile binning based on the 17 maximum of male or female expression at each locus provides a simple adjustment to the 18 analysis that removes bias imposed by binning on data from only one sex. 19
This analysis tests whether dosage effects (i.e. greater Z--linked expression in males) 20 increases with magnitude of gene expression. It is based on the idea that, for any given 21 locus, the maximum level of gene expression is limited by the rate of translation because 22 the translational machinery becomes saturated. In the absence of sex chromosome dosage 23 compensation, highly expressed genes at or near the point of maximum translation will 24 exhibit a strong dosage effect; the single female gene copy cannot reach the transcription 25 rate of two copies in male. In contrast, genes expressed at low to intermediate levels will 26 exhibit little or no dosage effect because sufficient transcripts can be generated from a 27 single female copy to balance transcript levels in males. The resulting pattern is a 28 discrepancy between male and female Z--linked expression that increases with the 29 magnitude of gene expression. However, it is in the grouping of loci into bins of relative expression levels where a bias 37 may arise. Binning based on expression in only one sex can cause expression in that sex to 38 appear relatively reduced among weakly expressed genes, but relatively high for strongly 39 ii expressed genes, even if the distribution of gene expression is identical for both sexes. 40
Thus grouping loci by expression quartiles using values in only one sex can cause biases in 41 which sex appears to have relatively greater expression in each quartile. This phenomenon 42 is best demonstrated with a simple simulation in which the average expression of males 43 and females is identical. 44
Described briefly, the simulation begins by generating "true" expression values for 45 10,000 loci as random draws from a log--normal distribution. Variation in expression levels 46 for male and female "observations" are created by independently adding values drawn 47 from a normal distribution with a mean of 0 to each "true" expression value. Additionally, 48
1000 loci are further modified to be differentially expressed between males and females, 49 500 in each direction. For the sake of brevity and clarity, we refer the reader seeking 50 further details to the attached R script encoding the simulation. The "MA--plot" of simulated 51 gene expression data ( Figure A1 ) should suffice to convince most readers that the 52 simulated data reasonably represents gene expression data. 53
Using these simulated values, we can split the dataset into quartiles of expression 54
and compare the distributions between sexes ( Figure A2 ). Intuitively, since all differences 55 between male and female expression are random and unbiased, we would expect no 56 systematic differences between sexes at any expression level. However, this outcome is 57 only observed if quartiles are based on the maximum of male or female expression for each 58 locus. Ranking using only one sex clearly results in a strongly biased outcome that depends 59 on which sex is used for ranking ( Figure A2 ). 60
We emphasize that this simulation has been created primarily to illustrate our point 61 about biases that potentially arise from quartile analyses based on ranking on one sex 62 alone. We do not claim that the simulation is highly realistic and we have not extensively 63 explored the effect of changing simulation parameters. Our narrow aim is to communicate 64 an intuitive and straightforward demonstration of why we have deviated from the 65 precedent set by Harrison et al. (2012) for this type of analysis. 66 67 68
iii 69 Table 1 . Summary of average expression of Z--linked and autosomal loci across several tissues in Heliconius butterflies. Results reflect data filtering with a null expression likelihood of 0.5 and are representative of results using a range of likelihood thresholds (supplementary Table S2 Figure S1 . Distributions of log2--transformed gene expression levels (FPKM) for each chromosome in male and female Heliconius butterflies. The right--hand most box reflects genes not mapped to chromosome. The horizontal redline indicates the median log2(FPKM) of the Z chromosome. Boxes indicate the interquartile range (IQR) around the median (black bar) and whiskers extend to 1.5 times the IQR; outlier points beyond 1.5 IQR are not plotted. Data were filtered with a null expression likelihood of 0.5 Quartile comparisons between sexes of Z−chromosome expression Figure S3 . Distributions of log2--transformed gene expression levels (FPKM) for expressed autosomal loci, partitioned by category of sex--biased expression, in abdomens from two species of Heliconius butterflies. In both species males, but not females, showed significantly different levels of expression across categories (Kruskal--Wallis test, p << 0.001). A gene was considered sex--biased if significantly differentially expressed between males and females with FDR < 0.05 and a minimum fold--change of 1.5. Boxes indicate the interquartile range (IQR) around the median (black bar) and whiskers extend to 1.5 times the IQR. Data were filtered with a null expression likelihood of 0.5.
